
 

This This report has been assembled to assist you in understanding the most common types of 

signs, their applications and terminology so the ordering process can be as uncomplicated, 

pleasurable and successful as possible.  

                                       SIGN TYPES 

INDOOR: 

The most important thing to remember when ordering interior signs is that they serve your 

customers and your staff in directing them to where they need to go, making their time on your 

premises both efficient and enjoyable. Indoor signs would include all signage inside your building 

or store. In a retail environment this would include everything from product promotions, to 

directional signs to public service signs such as Public Washrooms, Departments, Aisle signs, 

Cautionary Hazard Signs, Office and Door Identification (i.e. Employees Only, etc.) 

If your indoor signs are for a non-retail environment, be it Industrial, Professional Offices, 

or Warehousing you may require signage for your Lobby/Reception area, Shipping/Receiving 

area, Bay doors, Office Work Station name plates, Directional signs, Cautionary Hazard signs, 

Washroom signs, Interior Directories, Aisle Identification, and Floor Lining or graphics. 

OUTDOOR:  

There are probably too many types of outdoor signs to mention, but here are a few along 

with the reasons that they are essential to any successful business. Their first function is in 

attracting potential customers. With this in mind your signs need to be eye catching, durable, and 

well placed for best visibility. In the urban environment there can be an almost overwhelming 

amount of ‘visual competition.’ All signs competing for your attention. With only seconds 

available to capture the attention of drivers and passengers as traffic hurries by, your signs and the 

design of those signs must be powerful, with focused messages and intent. These signs can be 

directional in nature, promotional, permanent wall signs on your building, Pylon signs, Channel 

Letters, or LED digital displays. Don’t forget Fire Route Signs, Stop signs, One Ways, Entrance 

and Exits, Reserved and Customer parking signs. 
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                THE 5 ESSENTIAL KEYS TO ORDERING 

                              AN AMAZING SIGN 



SIGN FEATURES 

COLOUR: 

The first colour to consider when designing your sign should always be the colour of your 

corporate brand. This is not to say the primary colour should automatically be the same as your 

brand. Your brand colour should be the most dominant colour represented as the colour of your 

brand is one of the key elements that the general public will relate to your company. The colours 

chosen for your sign are best kept to a minimum, two or three maximum and a white or solid 

coloured background. Reality is as technology is changing, many signs now incorporate photo or 

graphic images. This too is an excellent direction to incorporate in sign design as an image doesn’t 

have to be “read”. Photo images can translate the message of your product or service in a single 

glance.  

GRAPHICS 

It goes without saying that the goal in all aspects of sign design, manufacture and 

installation is one of Quality. This intent applies to the graphics as well, including the quality of 

vinyl film, digital printing and other materials used in the fabrication.  

MESSAGE 

The expression “Less is More” definitely applies to signage. A clear, concise message is 

always preferred and will generally work harder for you in accomplishing the purpose of the sign. 

A directional sign can be as simple as one or two words and an arrow. Often interior signs 

incorporate just a symbol and nothing else. Many companies present their brand that includes a 

more descriptive tag line such as a company slogan. In any case make your message well thought 

out and brief. Signs that contain a paragraph of information, or even just a sentence can often be 

edited out by the human eye as signs with more direct messages compete with yours in the seconds 

available to read all the signs in view as customers are passing by them. 

LOCATION  

 The placement of your sign can determine the best size, materials and sign type. Your sign 

supplier should be making recommendations to you regarding what would best suit the sign 

location. Considerations might be discussed regarding options for a wall sign either elevated or at 

street level. The sign company needs to know the permanency or limited duration of use of the 

sign as this will impact the materials chosen as well as your planned budget. Even the location of 

a sidewalk (A-frame) sign can make a difference for the return of investment on your signage. 
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                                       MOST POPULAR SIGN TYPES 

 

 The most frequently purchased signs for the urban environment are BANNERS 

(traditionally and most commonly used are vinyl banners, however, banners can also be supplied 

with high quality printed graphics on fabrics designed for General Purpose, Indoor – Semi 

Outdoor, Outdoor, and perforated Fence Mesh banners that are designed to let the wind pass 

through them.) 

Next are EXTERIOR WALL SIGNS.  This takes in electric LED lit sign boxes, Channel 

letters and individual 3D non lit letters and logos. Channel letters are either mounted directly flush 

to the wall (called a thru wall installation), or the letters mounted on a Carrier box. The carrier box 

(or Raceways as they are also referred) contain all the wiring and transformers. 

LOBBY/RECEPTION SIGNS are a must in any professional office and immediately 

present your brand to visitors and quickly establish the permanency of your company and add to 

your credibility. Your brand can be presented in a plaque style which is basically a panel of acrylic 

or metal with your Logo and any secondary text such as your company slogan all individually cut 

out and mounted to the panel, and then mounted on the wall in close proximity to the reception 

desk or waiting room. Your reception sign can also (and more often) is fabricated as individually 

laser or router cut out letters and mounted either flush to the wall or on off-sets. There are many 

material options for these signs. Your sign supplier should visit your office to take measurements 

and photograph the wall. An image of your proposed new sign can then be superimposed on the 

photo so the proper scale size of the sign can be determined according to your satisfaction.  

A staple of small businesses over the past several decades has been the SIDEWALK 

SIGN, also referred to as an A-frame or Sandwich Board sign. The common sizes are 18” x 24”, 

24” x 36”, and 32” x 48”. These are the sizes that your sign supplier can purchase pre-fabricated 

and ready for graphics or insertable graphic panels. 4’ x 4’ and sizes up to 4’ x 8’ can also be 

provided but these sizes have less portability to them as they are heavier and awkward to move in 

and out of your location. The smaller sized frames can be taken in at the end of your business day 

and brought out again in the morning, or pegged to the ground for 24 hour a day advertising.  

It is commonly agreed that high quality signs for all of the above are more attractive and 

have a higher appeal than their economy cousins. A higher quality sign also makes an important 

statement about your company. Your sign supplier should have physical material samples for you 

to consider as well as pictures of previous projects completed. 
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SIGN PRODUCTION 

 

Sign manufacturing is only one part of the process. What about the other related and 

supporting services that are required before fabrication begins, as well as after it completes? Here 

are a few other services that you should expect along with the cost of the sign itself. Your first 

contact with your chosen sign supplier is the opportunity to discuss your need for the sign and its 

purpose. The sign professional should discuss options that you may not be aware are available 

with regards to materials. Many signs deserve a proper site check to determine size, location, 

installation method (depending on wall, height of installation, etc.). Design is the next step. If your 

intended sign is your corporate brand, the brand should not be tampered with, adjusted or 

manipulated in any way. If your sign is of promotional nature you may need a few design options 

to discover your preferred design direction. Excellent communications with your sign professional 

are of paramount importance from your initial contact with them and all the way through the design 

stage and all the way through to the realization of the final product. 

There are two other services that you may need. The first is a sign permit. A sign permit 

may be required for your new sign, whether it be in the urban or rural environment. Different cities, 

towns and counties may have slightly different requirements to issue a sign permit. In most larger 

cities though you can pretty much expect the same effort and requirements. The permitting process 

can be a complicated one with some signs, and a fairly straight forward one on others. Your sign 

professional is the best option to handle this. You can generally expect a cost attached to this 

service as well as a cost from the city for the actual administration time and review of the permit 

application and the issuance of the actual permit. Added to this list is the installation of your sign. 

Sign installation is actually an industry of its own. Sign installers are not sign manufacturers, but 

they are specialists in the service they provide. Always ask if your sign supplier will be using a 

professional installer. Sign maintenance and service is the last expense you should be aware of, 

and this really only applied to electric signs and digital display, and it would be a future expense.  

The growth and popularity of LED technology in recent years has significantly reduced the 

frequency of electric signs. 

Before any sign production begins you should expect a quotation for your sign. The 

quotation should include sign specifications regarding size, materials and price, as well as the 

anticipated turnaround time. Your sign supplier will most likely not cut materials or even order 

them until you have confirmed the quote and sign design proof. If there is a permit required for 

your sign, the permit must have been issued before sign production can begin in the event that the 

City requires an amendment to the sign size or details. 
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WHAT SIGN COMPANIES NEED TO KNOW 

 

Your sign ordering experience should be a pleasurable one, as well as dependable and 

educational. There are many sign applications that need repeating often but larger signs or signs 

that fall into the one-off category such as Lobby signs or the primary sign over your business 

entrance, ordering signs like this in most cases is a bit of a new experience for most sign customers. 

This is where you need to be able to trust the experience of your sign supplier. If issues arise during 

production or installation of your sign, it is experience that answers the call to provide the 

professional solution. There are a few basic pieces of information that your supplier needs to know 

to produce your sign in a timely manner and without any undue surprises. Here is a short list. 

YOUR BUDGET – With respect to those who are reluctant to state their budget when first 

speaking to the potential sign supplier, it is most helpful if you can make some indication to your 

supplier more than “Well we have a budget, but we don’t want to spend too much.” That 

indecisiveness doesn’t speed things along very smoothly. Many times if there is no budget known 

from the beginning a professional sign company can begin developing design for a quality sign 

that from the outset may be beyond budget. It is always more efficient for the designer to design 

knowing ahead of time what the budget will allow. This is much the same as an interior decorator 

who’s first question is, “What’s the budget?” Then they design with that budget in mind. So, if 

you can provide what is realistic it can be a great help. The ultimate and most productive 

relationship to have with your sign supplier is one of respect and trust, knowing that they are there 

for your benefit and not to take advantage of your trust. 

SIGN LOCATION – What wall or surface is the sign to be installed on? Is it drywall, brick, 

chipped stone, pre-cast concrete? It makes a difference and often dictates materials and cost of 

installation, especially if the install requires a bucket truck and operator, a boom, a crane or a super 

boom. Signs on posts can be either driven into the ground with a post driver, or holes dug by hand 

or auger, or concreted in. 

QUANTITY – Depending on the product, price breaks come with varying quantities. 

APPEARANCE – Communicate to your sign supplier as early as possible as much 

information as you can as to what you would like to see with your sign design. It is also a great 

habit to defer the design to the sign designer. A good designer will have the benefit of years of 

experience designing with typography and have a thorough knowledge of colour theory, layout, 

and scaling. You should feel comfortable asking for a design option or two to help you decide 

what you like best and what design will serve you the most. 

LONGEVITY – That’s simple, how temporary, how permanent? 

 

Bob Arrigo / CEO Arrigo Signs Inc. 


